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**DESCRIPTION**

*Intermediate Accounting, 17th Edition* is written by industry thought leaders, Kieso, Weygandt, and Warfield and is developed around one simple proposition: create great accountants. Upholding industry standards, this edition incorporates new data analytics content and up-to-date coverage of leases, revenue recognition, financial instruments, and US GAAP & IFRS. While maintaining its reputation for accuracy, comprehensiveness, and accessibility, Intermediate Accounting drives results by helping students build professional competencies through reliable problem material.

**RELATED RESOURCES**

**Student**

View Student Companion Site

**Instructor**

View Instructor Companion Site

Contact your Rep for all inquiries
NEW TO EDITION

Integrated CPA Exam review: Seamlessly integrated practice and assessment is available for every chapter through CPAexcel, including assignable task-based simulations, video content, and more than 1000 FAR-related sample test questions.

Analytics in Action End of Chapter Activity: To highlight examples where accounting information is used to support business decision making using data analytics, we have introduced a new Analytics in Action End of Chapter Activity. Students will work through online case analyses (with datasets), which illustrate within a realistic context how the accounting information studied in a chapter is relevant to predictive analytics.

FASB Updates: Core content has been updated to reflect recent FASB updates including leases, revenue recognition, financial instruments, and more. The text also includes an Evolving Issues Box covering the new material, keeping with the Kieso standard of being authoritative and up-to-date.

FEATURES

Data analytics prepare students for the changing profession: In partnership with the Business-Higher Education Forum (BHEF), the next generation of WileyPLUS introduces students to an accounting-specific data analytics module with interactive lessons, case studies, and videos to help students develop the professional competencies they need to be successful in their careers.

Integrated CPA Exam review prepares students for success: Seamlessly integrated practice and assessment is available for every chapter through CPAexcel, including assignable task-based simulations, video content, and more than 1000 FAR-related sample test questions.

Video homework assistance reaches all types of learners: Terry Warfield, along with additional subject matter experts, provide over 100 Solution Walkthrough Videos. These videos align with the most important intermediate accounting concepts and help students answer problems that are similar to ones they will encounter in their homework assignments.

Easy Assessment: Algorithmic, multiple-choice test bank questions make student assessment simple to create and assign. All questions are tagged to Bloom’s Taxonomy, AACSB, AICPA, and IMA standards, allowing instructors and departments to quickly demonstrate outcomes, analyze student performance data, and make immediate improvements.
**Extra Practice:** Assignable Chapter 0 offers adaptive review and practice of each stage of the accounting cycle with reading content, exercises, and problems to provide additional opportunities for both granular and comprehensive accounting cycle practice.

**Organized Learning:** Streamlined learning design of WileyPLUS and the text helps students find relevant videos, reading content, and resources based on associated learning objectives, ensuring the best use of time outside of class.

**Practice Made Simple:** In addition to adaptive practice and learning objective level practice, an end-of-chapter practice assignment includes additional exercises, brief exercises, and problems to ensure students have many opportunities for additional practice.

**Problem Solution Walkthrough Videos:** Terry Warfield and subject matter experts provide videos with step-by-step solutions to more than 100 problems that are based on similar problems students will find in their homework assignments.

**Data analytics Module:** In partnership with the Business-Higher Education Forum (BHEF), the next generation of WileyPLUS introduces students to an accounting-specific data analytics module with interactive lessons, case studies, and videos to help students develop the professional competencies they need to be successful in their careers.

**Wiley Accounting Updates:** News articles curated weekly provide students application-based understanding of how the topics relate to the real world. Each article is paired with several discussion questions to encourage students to think critically about the topic in relation to the course content.

**Video Library:** In addition to the problem solution walkthrough videos, students have access to multiple author lecture videos and applied skills videos for each chapter to review key problem-solving techniques from the authors and subject matter experts.

For additional product details, please visit [https://www.wiley.com/en-us](https://www.wiley.com/en-us)